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egardless of the process, equipment manufacturers
involved in the potato processing scene are
increasingly investing in research and development,
in order to keep up with the demand. 
On the one hand, this is explainable because
competition is fierce among manufacturers, and on
the other, because potato processors require ultra-
efficient, energy saving equipment, that is both
easy-to-clean and can also generate great yields. 
Moreover, because consumer behavior is ever
changing, processing companies require upgradable
and innovative equipment, so that their end products
can keep the pace with the demands coming 
from consumers. 
In this project, our first Potato Dossier for 2019, we
are presenting some of the recent innovations in
equipment targeting several areas, from sorting to
cutting and packaging, coming from the top
companies currently competing on this market. We
have also included some case studies, to exemplify
how proficient equipment can be used and the
results processors can obtain after implementing
such new technologies. 
I hope you will find these articles interesting and am
looking forward to your feedback at
dan.orehov@cmgromania.ro. n

The Need to Get
Smarter & Smarter

R

DAN OREHOV
managing editorCOMMENT

In this project we
are presenting
some of the recent
innovations in
equipment
targeting several
areas, from sorting
to cutting and
packaging, coming
from the top
companies currently
competing on this
market.
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emoving more foreign
material (FM) as well as
the right amount of
defects to make grade
with minimal false
rejects enables proces -
sors to optimize their

product quality and maximize yield. At the
same time, greater automation is minimizing
the need for labor and improved ease-of-use
is reducing training requirements. Superior
sanitation, simplified maintenance, greater
operational efficiencies and lower cost of
ownership further differentiate contempo -
rary sorters from legacy equipment. While
these advances will continue to provide
significant value for potato processors,
sorters also powered by data collection and
analysis software and data connectivity will
play a greater role as information centers in
support of plant control systems. 

MORE COMPREHENSIVE PRODUCT
SURFACE INSPECTION
Suppliers of belt-fed sorters have positioned
cameras and laser sensors above and below
the product stream for decades but failed to
sustainably achieve all-sided surface
inspection for processors of potato strips
and specialty products – until now. The
challenge comes from wet product that
splashes its starchy residue on sensor
windows below the product stream, which
obstructs those sensors from viewing. The
solution is a unique mechanical architecture
that locates bottom-mounted sensors, along
with light sources and backgrounds,
strategically away from product splatter. 
With its radical design that keeps these
surfaces clean, Key’s VERYX family of

sorters can be configured to achieve in-air
top and bottom viewing sustainably
throughout the longest production cycles in
the most demanding high-volume
production environments. All surfaces of the
product are inspected fully and accurately
even after weeks of continuous operation,
enabling VERYX to detect and sort out more
defects and FM while providing the most
comprehensive set of data.

SMARTER SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
Beyond today’s 4-channel cameras and laser
sensors that offer twice the resolution of
previous generation sensors to detect
smaller defects and FM, one of the biggest
advancements in sensor technology comes
from multi-sensor Pixel Fusion. This powerful
detection capability combines pixel-level
input from multiple cameras and laser
sensors to produce higher contrasts and thus
greater distinctions between each type of
FM and defect as well as good product.
Sorters equipped with Pixel Fusion find and
remove the most difficult-to-detect FM and
defects without ‘false positives.’ Additionally,
Pixel Fusion-equipped sorters better classify
various FM types for the purpose of
triggering supplemental control systems like
FMAlert if a specific, user-defined FM type,
such as glass, is detected. This high degree of
control adds the most value whenever the
tolerance for FM is extremely tight, such as
inspecting final product quality immediately
prior to packaging.

MORE EFFICIENT CONTROL
OF CUSTOMER GRADE 
Ultimately, the objective of every digital
sorter is to enable the processor to make
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With all the big technological advances transforming digital sorting and sweeping the industry,
potato processors turning to state-of-the-art systems are enjoying a range of competitive
advantages. Featuring reimagined mechanical architectures, next-generation smart sensor
technology, powerful new software algorithms and more, today’s sophisticated sorters are
delivering important new capabilities and establishing new standards of performance. They are
also enabling the exciting data revolution taking hold in processing plants around the world. 

by Louis Vintro, senior vice president of New Products & Business Development, Key Technology
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grade while maximizing yield, and no single
software development achieves these
competing goals better than Sort-to-Grade
(STG) for potato strips. While continuing to
target every piece of FM for removal, the
STG software makes extremely intelligent
accept/reject decisions for defects. Unlike
traditional sorters that ‘see’ defects and make
a series of one-off decisions about each
incoming object, an STG-equipped sorter
makes each accept/reject decision based on
how it will impact the output – perfectly
producing the aggregate ‘in the bag’ grade, as
defined by the user, regardless of fluctuations
in incoming product quality. 
STG can be programmed to categorize every
surface defect based on various severities
and the dimensional characteristics of each
individual strip based on the ideal length
distribution profile of the grade, so the sorter
rejects exactly what’s needed to make grade
and no more. Making extremely sophistica -
ted yield optimization calculations in micro  -
seconds, STG accurately delivers the most
complex final product specifications without
operator intervention while increasing yields
by as much as 1-3%.
Rejecting strips that are too short and/or too
long for the grade, while managing the
distribution of strip lengths within multiple
user-defined length categories between
those two absolutes, has game-changing
implications. It enables a frozen strip sorter to
eliminate traditional mechanical length
grading equipment, freeing up floor space
and reducing both maintenance and
sanitation. Furthermore, using a digital sorter
to length grade adds enormous operational
versatility since the sort parameters can be
instantly managed on the user interface with
no mechanical adjustments or change parts.

GREATER ROLE IN THE PLANT
WITH INFORMATION ANALYTICS
While the primary purpose of every digital
sorter has always been inspecting product to
find and remove FM and defects, potato
processors around the world are increasingly
tapping into sorting technology to also
collect, analyze and share big data across
their enterprise. Recent advances have made

this easier than before. Equipped with
powerful ‘Information Analytics’ software, a
sorter is able to reveal patterns, trends and
associations to the plant at the same time
that it continues to sort product at the
highest capacities. 
Highly customizable and ever expanding,
specific product data categories of interest
can be identified by plant operators among
all the available real-time data about the sort
process and about each and every object
flowing through the sorter, whether the data
is used to make sort decisions or not.
Increasingly, by analyzing the information
and generating useful reports, raw data
becomes knowledge that is harnessed to
better manage incoming raw materials and
optimize processes upstream and down -
stream of the sorter to achieve the next level
in operational efficiency in potato processing.
Data-driven decision-making and implemen -
tation of industry 4.0 methodologies in plants
has also become easier with universal
connectivity via an OPCUA-compliant
infrastructure, which seamlessly integrates
with virtually any factory automation system.
Similarly, modern sorters can leverage the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) to facilitate
remote management via a secure portal.
Enabling the sorter to be monitored and
controlled by personnel off the plant floor,
including off-site management and the so r -
ter’s supplier, helps increase uptime, im prove
performance and extend equipment life. 

IN SUMMARY
For potato processors that want to maximize
food safety and optimize product quality
while increasing yields and improving
operational efficiencies, the newest digital
sorting technology delivers. Sorters are
increasingly enabling potato-processing
plants to reach toward the next level of
efficiency through continual advances in
sorting technology as well as by expanding
their role as information centers that support
new approaches in data-driven decision
making for the plant. The competitive
advantages won by early adopters then fuel
others to race to catch up, creating a never-
ending pursuit to advance. n
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s a good starting point,
the food processing
machine needs to
perform the
pregrading of all the
input potatoes.
Pregrading the

potatoes based on defect level, skin color,
shape and quality will enable the
processors to include only raw material to
the line that matches the desired blend
and quality for that process. This can be
achieved through optical sorting, which
makes sure that the processed products
are consistent. Following the presort,

potatoes enter the peeling stage. Smart
steam peelers will automatically adjust the
steam times and batch weights. The line
throughput and volume flow are managed
at this point, to achieve the desired
volume of the finished product. Using
optimum batch sizes and steam times
allows for the peel loss or peel waste to be
as low as possible.
The next step is the whole product
inspection, where the quality of the
potato that is to be processed is
reviewed. With the use of an in-air
inspection method, the entire potato is
examined. The sorter not only examines
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Not all potato sorting and processing machines are built the same. Choosing the right type
for your requirements will determine what raw materials can be inputted and what the end
product will look like. Input flexibility is particularly important when different potato
varieties are being combined to get a specific end product.

by Eamonn Cullen, market manager Peeling - TOMRA Food

Potato Sorting
Equipment and
Processing
in a Nutshell

A

SORTING 



the quality of the potatoes but provides
valuable insight that can guide the
upstream and downstream equipment
setup. Running the product through a
sorter after peeling is another important
step to ensure safer food by removing
any foreign materials, such as wood,
stones, plastics and glass, before they
have the chance to be contained in the
downstream equipment. The sorting
solution provides a wide range of
inspection frequencies and each is used
to determine the type of foreign material
and ensure its safe removal.
Ultimately, the potatoes are migrated to
the cutting stage where they are cut to the
desired specifications. Many lines today
use pulsed electric field (PEF) equipment
to improve the cut quality and to deliver a
smoother surface of the product. The
variation in the blend could have a
variation in surface texture and that is why
the PEF equipment has become adopted
in most potato production processes. After
this, the potatoes are packaged and
distributed to retailers.

END-PRODUCT RESULTS OF
BLENDING
The resulting potato-based food product
is either sort-to-spec (an intelligence
system that continuously and in real-time
adapts the sort settings of its machines
in order to obtain maximum product
quality) or sort-to-grade (a dynamic
production tool that collects product
data in real-time from the continuous
product flow and analyses the data in
real-time to improve the sorter’s decision
making). Basic seasoning may be added
to enhance the flavors that naturally
exist in the potato, but what remains
unique is the blend.
As chef Marco Hal, of the Hope in
Glasgow, once said: “We all love chips.
As long as you have a nice potato to start
with and you cook them right, you can’t
go wrong.” This encapsulates the nature
of one of the most versatile vegetables
known to man. Using the right type of
potato for the right desired output will

guarantee you get what you’re looking
for. Modern food processing machinery
makes that process even simpler, by
automating the production and allowing
for different types of potatoes to be used
within the same process.

BLENDING POTATO VARIETIES
ON THE RISE
Since the humble precursor to modern
potato first domesticated in Peru 10,000
years ago, the tuber has branched off
into thousands of different varietals. Far
from being selectively exclusive, different
potato cultivars are often combined
during the food manufacturing process
to get specialty mixes for unique potato
derived products. Getting the blending
right not only determines the look of the
end product, but can impact both the
texture, taste and durability.

THE ANATOMY OF A POTATO
Choosing the right potato category as a
raw material for your food process is very
important as it impacts the end product.
Anatomically, potatoes fall into three
primary categories.

STARCHY
A unique attribute of these potatoes, as
the name suggests, is their exceptionally
high starch content and lack of moisture.
Naturally fluffy, these types of potatoes
are great for frying, baking and boiling.

Processing a
range of
potato
varieties in
the
processing
line brings
with it
challenges to
ensure that
the blend is
consistent,
and the
processing
efficiency is
as high as
possible.

N
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WAXY
Waxy potatoes tend to be moist and
firm, containing a relatively low starch
content. As they don’t crumble easily,
they are well suited for boiling,
casseroles and potato salads.

ALL-PURPOSE
All-purpose potatoes are a hybrid of the
first two categories, with a medium
starch content. Their versatile nature
makes them easily utilized across a wide
array of cooking and food manufacturing
applications. Additionally, there are
hundreds of geographically-specific
potato varieties that are available for
both consumption and food processing.
Each potato variety has a variation in
starch, sugar and water content and they
also vary in terms of length, width and
shape. This means that the processing
line needs to manage a more complex set
of variables to ensure that waste is
minimal, and the end product quality is
high, while minimizing production costs.

COMBINING POTATO VARIETIES
IN FOOD PRODUCTION
The combining of potato cultivars does
not always follow the rule of like-for-like.
Blending completely different types of
potatoes before they enter the food
processing machine is often necessary to
get an end product that is specific in
both its taste and look. In Belgium, with

its rich tradition of Belgian fries, creamy
mashed potatoes and croquettes, potato
blending has become standard in the
potato processing industries, to derive
unique products that are in line with
market demands. Common varieties like
Bintje are often combined with Asterix,
Fontane, Innovator and Agria varieties,
depending what the end product is going
to be. In the UK, combining red skin
potatoes with the likes of Asterix and
Fontane is not uncommon. These
combinations can be made for specific
unified end products or for individual
quick-freezing purposes.
Processing a range of potato varieties in
the processing line brings with it
challenges to ensure that the blend is
consistent, and the processing efficiency
is as high as possible. Whichever types of
potatoes you chose, be sure to keep the
end user in mind, and what their
preferences are when it comes to their
pallet, look and texture. n

The
processing

line needs to
manage a

more
complex set
of variables

to ensure
that waste is
minimal, and

the end
product

quality is
high, while
minimizing
production

costs.

N
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Conveying in the food industry has become a more sophisticated process than simply
moving products from one part of the production line to another. Innovation in design and
application from brands like FastBack have transformed how food operators see product
handling as a key point in the production line, where advanced conveying solutions can
provide superior cost savings through increased automation levels, reduced product
breakage and seasoning loss.

By Blake Svejkovsky, general manager - Product Handling Systems, Heat and Control Inc.

How
Innovation
Has
Transformed 
the Product
Handling
Market 

PB

roduct damage, which
can occur at any
stage within the
processing or
packaging line, can be
extremely costly to a
food operators

bottom line if they experience high
levels of product giveaway. In product
handling, vibratory conveyors move
product forward by bouncing it along.
The constant bouncing and impact of
product on the pan is rough and can
reduce the quality of finished products
in the following instances:

• Fragile products will be damaged or broken
• Pre-mixed product blends may separate
• Seasonings and coatings will shake off
• Vibration can cause microcracks in some

products, making them more susceptible
to breakage later in the packaging or
delivery process

The FastBack brand of horizontal motion
conveyors are the industry benchmark
when it comes to conveying fragile and
coated snack foods such as potato chips or
French fries. This is because of FastBack’s
ability to virtually eliminate product
breakage and cracking, and not shake off
expensive coatings, breading or seasoning
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by gently sliding potato product along the
pan instead of bouncing it. FastBack
conveyors can dependably transport large
amounts of product without seasonings, oil,
and other coatings building up in the pan,
reducing downtime for cleaning and
maintain product blends without
segregating product pieces.

LONG-TERM USE
The FastBack 260E-G3 Horizontal Motion
Conveyor gently transports product by
cycling through slow-forward and fast-back
horizontal motion, which neither damages
product nor disturbs coatings, and can
dependably convey heavy loads. The
FastBack Revolution® Proportional Gate
3.0 does not break product when it opens
and closes, reducing typical product
breakage by 4+%, depending on the
application. FastBack horizontal conveyors
have five times the design life of the
competition, with the highest travel rates
and throughputs, with the gentle motion
resulting in near zero product breakage and
seasoning loss/build-up, that has made the
FastBack brand famous, while also having
the highest resale value in the market.

INCREASED PRODUCTION VALUE
The FastBack 260E-G3 provides the fastest
product travel rate of any horizontal motion
conveyor, delivering twice the rate of
comparable conveyors and making it ideal
for high-volume production. Slicer infeed
conveyors reduce plugging risk and
amounts of slicing scrap, while improving
slice quality, and have helped many potato
processors optimize quality with quantity.
However, some potato processors are
unable to use slicer infeed conveyors due
to factory space and cost limitations. In
response, Heat and Control created the
space-saving FastBack FastLane Slicer
Infeed Conveyor, which combines the
gentle horizontal motion of the FastBack
Model 260E-G3, with a multi-lane pan that
singulates product for delivery into multiple
rotary slicers. This ensures only available
slicers receive successive product while

unavailable slicers remain unfed.
The FastLane increases production by
yielding more quality slices and less scrap
with a consistent, singulated feed to each
slicer. It spreads potatoes evenly so there is
no flooding or product damage. Because
FastLane is a compact, light-weight solution
which requires a minimal support structure,
it requires less floor space and saves up to
half the total cost of traditional infeed
conveyors so additional equipment can be
added in the same area when needed. The
FastBack Left Right Center (LRC) Diverting
Weigher Infeed Solution is a compact
double multihead weigher feed solution
designed to provide a precise, consistent
product stream to Ishida's patented back-
to-back 218 twin weigher. This ensures
long, continuous, high-speed bagmaker
runs for increased throughput on twin
packaging lines. Heat and Control’s
patented FastBack Revolution Proportional
Gate’s advanced and integrated packaging
controls, combined with a pivoting
weigher-feeder design, accurately delivers
consistent product streams to the weigher,
whether feeding only one side of the
weigher or both.
The Revolution Proportional Gate 3.0
improves efficiency by removing 84% of the
components compared to earlier models,
eliminating possible causes of downtime.
The Proportional Gate 3.0's cylindrical
outlet rotates to divert a proportional
portion of the product so the main product
supply continues to flow as it allocates
amounts to individual weigher/bagger
stations. Downstream stations are no longer
‘starved’ and do not need to wait for
product. Proportional, granular feeding
keeps product uniform and improves
packaging and on-machine seasoning
performance, adding one to five per cent
improvement in overall line efficiency.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SANITATION
With headlines such as ‘plant shuts down
due to Listeria’, and ‘E- Coli effects multiple
states’ Heat and Control brings hygienic
design into play where it counts for the

As the
leading
supplier of
sanitary food
conveying
equipment
across the
globe, we
wanted to
make sure
our clients
were several
steps ahead
of the food
safety issues
that are
making
headlines.

N
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food industry. Continuous product
development based on industry need has
resulted in the development of the next
generation of FastBack solutions.
As the leading supplier of sanitary food
conveying equipment across the globe, we
wanted to make sure our clients were
several steps ahead of the food safety
issues that are making headlines.
Food processing sanitation requirements
have increasingly become a number one
priority so the design team incorporated
sanitary design as a standard feature of the
G3. Now processors can easily meet
hygiene standards while taking advantage
of FastBack benefits.
Heat and Control has released new models
for FastBack: 260E G3 and Revolution Gate
3.0 and for the first time, the Cartridge
open channel support system. Key design
features like IP65 cabinets with flush doors
assist cleaning in both wet and dry
applications. Thread less feet, Open
channel support structures (no closed
tubes), sloped tops and easy access drawer
control panels all contribute to sanitation
and ease of use. The FastBack 260E G3
sets a new benchmark for sanitary

horizontal motion conveyors. The G3 is
built for washdown environments and
simple sanitation. The stainless steel, totally
enclosed, fan cooled (TEFC) motor package
is external to the drive, which allows it to
be completely sealed with an IP65-rated
enclosure that protects against dust and
water spray.

SEASONING AND COATING
The seasoning coverage on a snack food
product is an important aspect of the
quality a consumer sees, and determines
the overall flavor and taste a person
experiences. The high cost of seasoning
and increased application rates are placing
more importance on how seasoning is
applied and the best way to ensure it stays
on the end product. The horizontal
vibratory technology available with Heat
and Control’s FastBack brand does not
shake off seasoning and coatings during
transportation. The gentle slow-forward
and fast-back horizontal motion of the
260E-G3 significantly reduces coating loss
and maintains the integrity of pre-mixed
blends. Slicer infeed conveyors reduce
plugging risk and amounts of slicing scrap

PB

FastBack
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dependably

transport
large

amounts of
product
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seasonings,
oil, and other

coatings
building up in
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reducing

downtime for
cleaning.
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while improving slice quality and have
helped many potato processors optimize
quality with quantity. However, some
potato processors are unable to use slicer
infeed conveyors due to factory space and
cost limitations. In response, Heat and
Control created the space-saving FastLane
which combines the gentle horizontal
motion of the FastBack Model 260E-G3
with a multi-lane pan that singulates
product for delivery into multiple rotary
slicers. This ensures that only available
slicers receive successive product while
unavailable slicers remain unfed.

SAFETY
With typical slicer infeed conveyors, when
certain slicers require service or blade
changes, product flow to those slicers is
blocked by using overhead paddles, which
are forced down into the lanes feeding
those slicers, cutting off their product
stream. However, this forceful downward
motion creates pinch-points. The FastLane
eliminates hazardous pinch-points by
using basal-mounted, air-actuated paddles
which use upward motion to dam lanes
and which descend without a mechanically
applied force.

SANITATION
Overhead paddles are a sanitation hazard
because debris can accumulate on the
paddles or on any suspended support steel
and can fall into the product stream. With
the innovative FastLane control interface,
an operator can push a button to select an
air-actuated paddle which rises to impede
product stream within the lane. It also
eliminates overhead sources of
contamination which can fall into the
product stream. The FastLane is built for
washdown environments and simple
sanitation. The stainless steel totally
enclosed, fan-cooled motor package is
IP65-rated, and the electrical cabinet and
sensors are IP65 rated and designed to
NEMA 4X standards. The drive and the
electrical cabinet and sensors are protected
against dust, corrosion, and strong jets of
water from all directions to withstand the

toughest washdown environments. With
these key features, the FastLane’s food
safety-focused design reduces time and
labor for sanitation.

PRODUCTION
The FastLane increases production by
yielding more quality slices and less scrap
with a consistent, single stream feed to
each slicer. It spreads potatoes evenly so
there is no flooding or product damage.
Because FastLane is a compact, light-
weight solution which requires a minimal
support structure, it requires less floor
space and saves up to half the total cost of
traditional infeed conveyors so additional
equipment can be added in the same area
when needed.
The Left-Right-Center (LRC) is a compact
double multihead weigher feed solution,
designed to provide a precise, consistent
product stream to Ishida’s patented
back-to-back 218 twin weigher feeds.
This ensures continuous, high-speed
bagmaker runs for increased throughput
on twin packaging lines. Heat and
Control’s patented FastBack®
Revolution® Proportional Gate’s
advanced and integrated packaging
controls combine with a pivoting
weigher-feeder design which accurately
delivers product streams to the weigher,
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whether feeding only one side of the
weigher or both.
Building a viable distribution and
packaging system within budget that fits
in a defined space and complies with
regulatory standards can be challenging.
Weigher center lines (the required
minimum distance between two
weighers’ centers) are often the primary
limiting factor when it comes to
arranging distribution and packing lines,
with each weigher-bagmaker stack up
designated as a position. One solution
that manufacturers can employ consists
of two linked bagmakers fed by a two-in-
one or ‘twin’ weigher, effectively
combining two positions into the space
of one. However, using a hopper to split
product flow is usually imprecise and
often results in unbalanced feeding and
lost production time. In addition to floor
space limitations, ceiling height and

operator access requirements are other
key limitations because twin weigher-
bagger stack-ups require more vertical
space and makes maintenance access
more out of reach.
The LRC solves these issues with the
pivoting weight feeder design reducing
stack-up height. This also simplifies
sanitation as the equipment is more
easily accessible for cleaning, resulting in
increased time for production and a safer
work environment for operators. With no
diverter to remove and clean, sanitation
operations are reduced to a simple wipe-
and-go process for a single FastBack
weigher feed conveyor. With the
reduction of required weigher feeding
equipment for traditional twin packaging
stack-ups, the return on investment
starts immediately.
To enable full integration between all
machines, and create fluid production
line, Heat and Control’s product handling
solutions bridge the gaps. Maintaining
complete automation from start to finish,
and allowing for multiple processes to
occur at one station, Heat and Control’s
range of conveyors ensure products
move more efficiently from machine to
machine with minimal giveaway. n
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Product damage, which can occur at any
stage within the processing or packaging

line, can be extremely costly to a food
operators bottom line if they experience

high levels of product giveaway.
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Regardless of where it will be used, customers should be looking for systems that are
reliable, durable and low maintenance, therefore reducing total cost of ownership,
according to all equipment manufacturers contacted for this article.

The Most
Popular
Options

CONVEYING 

PB

otato processors look
for robust conveying
systems that maximize
uptime and reduce
maintenance as well
as sanitary designs
that are easy to clean

during both product changeovers and
‘deep cleaning’ routines. They also look
for design features that improve the
performance of surrounding equipment.
When they work with a supplier that is
able to customize conveyors for their
specific needs and deliver systems on
time and as specified, they help ensure a
proper fit, reliable start-up and superior

performance. Last but not least, they’ll
want to consider the cost of ownership. 

A WIDE RANGE
Conveying systems for potatoes can be
broadly defined by the type of moving
surface (flat belt, modular belt, web belt or
rollers) and the shape of the moving surface
(flat or troughed). Each variation has
different characteristics and will be suited
to different parts of a potato line depending
on produce and site requirements.
Alternatively, for more gentle produce
handling or complex layouts, a flume
system might be preferred. 
“Wyma’s Octal range of belt conveyors
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are cost-effective and our most popular
option. This range features a fully
stainless-steel construction, food grade
belt, and is available in a wide range of
widths and lengths to suit. Roller beds
provide the least resistance and therefore
the lowest power requirement. Slat beds
have a slightly higher resistance but fewer
moving parts, which subsequently reduces
the long-term maintenance requirements,”
says Andrew Barclay, managing director of
Wyma Engineering. 
The company’s conveying systems can
also incorporate sweeps for side exit of
produce, or a mini-trough shape to keep
produce away from the sides of the
conveyor, which can reduce skinning.
Barclay also says that full troughed
conveyors are heavy duty construction
with rubber belts and are used where
high levels of dirt are present and for
high produce throughputs, while web
belt conveyors suit wet and/or dirty
conditions, where one may want water
and dirt to fall through the belt. Rubber
molds can be used for gentle handling.
Moreover, modular belt conveyors are
most often used for clean produce since
they are easier to wash down and are
suited to environments where hygiene
requirements are higher.

DURABLE DESIGN
Durability is important, as potato
products are heavy and in high demand,
so conveyors must be designed to
support these additional weights along
with the processing demands.
Robustness of design is probably the
most important aspect of conveying for
the potato industry. Designs that take
into account hygienic standards are
infiltrating almost all aspects of food
processing. For the potato industry it is
mostly about hygienic designs that allow
for ease of cleaning which reduces down
time and labor costs related to cleaning. 
“Most of the product we current make is
engineered to order. Each of our
customers has a unique operation and
most of the time, one size will not fit all

applications. We have the in-house
engineering staff to design and build a
solution that fits our customer’s
processing needs and space. This is our
daily business and even though most of
what we do is custom designs, we always
work to meet our customer’s needs for
delivery and at a reasonable price. We
also have R&D staff dedicated to finding
and developing new products to add to
our line to be able to better support our
customer’s needs,” says Greg Stavers,
senior vice president of PFI. 
The company’s range of conveying
systems include robust and highly
sanitary equipment, that can stand up to
the weight and rigor of the potato
processing industry. PFI has field service
staff that support their product before
and after the sale and they are
constantly tweaking their products to
provide better solutions for customers.
PFI has a dedicated R&D staff that work
directly with customers to design new
products for their needs.

FOLLOW YOUR INTUITION
Wyma’s managing director believes that
modern conveying systems are
integrated into the lines they feed.

For the raw
receiving
area, the past
five years has
brought a
focus on
stainless
steel
construction
for
conveyors
and bins.
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Machines and conveyors will automatically
be started, stopped or changed in speed or
direction to manage produce flow.
Interfaces are simple with most conveying
systems responding automatically to the
logic of the machine they supply or receive
from. Safety is critical with isolators on
every motor and E-stops that shut lines
down in an emergency.
On the other hand, Trevor Spinney of
CMP believes that the operator
interface can be as basic as showing if
conveyor is on or off.  Depending on
the type of motor starter or VFD
specified, useful information like motor
amperage and speed can also be shown
on the operator screen to allow for
diagnostic and process information.
Pop-up faceplates can be designed to
allow the operator to make changes in
speed at the screen instead of having to
walk to the MCC panel.
“CMP offers all of the conveyor styles
and routinely works in the four main
areas in potato processing plants (1) raw
receiving, (2) process area (3) packaging
(4) box handling and palletizing. We offer
a very robust construction to meet high

capacity demands in potato processing
with hygienic design principles applied to
all components.  For the raw receiving
area, the past five years has brought a
focus on stainless steel construction for
conveyors and bins. Our Raw Receiving
conveyor is made from 304 SST and was
specifically designed to handle dirt,
debris, mud, rocks, and moisture
normally found in that area of the plant
while maintaining and easy to clean and
easy to maintain overall design.  Rollers
can be swapped out on the fly for both
carry way and return way allowing for
more uptime should a bearing or roller
fail during operation,” Spinney explains. 
And lastly, with regards to challenges
on this particular segment, the CMP
representative believes that uptime for
conveyors is critical to the client’s
throughput.  In many process and
packaging areas, there are no
redundant lines or bypass lines. The
conveyors typical connect major unit
operations together in series and
contain full production flow on the
conveyor. If the conveyor fails, the
entire line shuts down. n
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Traveling in and out of potato processing
plants around the world, several trends

emerge. The industry continues to grow.
Expansions. Modernizations. Increases in

efficiency and sanitation. Time savings
equates to cost savings. Robust and timely

replacement parts. Quick changeovers.
New processing methods. Expedient
sanitation with greater accessibility.

Increased competition. Niche markets.

by Mike Jacko,
vice president of Applications

& New Product Innovation, Urschel

The Importance
of Proficient Cutting
Equipment

CUTTING



e are seeing
expansions,
modernization of lines,
new potato French fry,
and dicing plants.
Versatility in processing
runs the gamut.

INCREASED HEALTHY EATING
POTATO FRENCH FRY OPTIONS
French fry coating technology that
offers fast crispness and heat retention
when baking. Dicing, shredding, and
flaking plants are all doing well. Some
old plants are condensing into ‘super’
larger plants. As new plants continue to
emerge and modernization continues,
older equipment is being replaced.
Growth in two and three-dimensional
cutting is on the rise and new dicers
have been designed to fulfill new
requirements. Stainless steel, sanitary
design is, of course, standard. Surfaces
on machinery are sloped. Hinged panels
provide full access to simplify
maintenance and sanitation. Cutting
zone and mechanical zones are
completely separate to facilitate
washdowns and routine maintenance.

DEMANDING CUSTOMERS
Customers are demanding more in a
design than ever before. Cutting
principles are more precise to produce
tighter, increased in-spec results,
dedicated to increasing usable product.
Components are constructed with ease
of use elements, such as built-in
handles, while also being able to
withstand rugged production
environments. Tools that accompany
machines are also designed to expedite
routine procedures. It all relates to time
and cost savings. There are expansions
focusing on lattice cuts and batter
coated products. New Pulse Electric
Field technology is being incorporated
to condition potatoes prior to
slicing/dicing. Other plants are less
specialized, cutting a bit of everything,
while being more specialized in cutting

certain SKUs. Today’s cutting
equipment is designed with greater
flexibility. Oftentimes, one machine has
the capability to deliver one-, two-, or
three-dimensional cutting. This way, as
customer SKUs increase, a customer
can simply purchase additional parts for
an existing machine, expanding the
spectrum of cutting abilities.  
In North America, large facilities are
emerging in the Pacific Northwest, 
Mid-North, and Northeast. Because of
expanding franchises, lattice/waffle
fries are showing consistent growth.
The unique look and texture, from our
Model CCL, continues to be popular
among consumers, both on fries and
chips. Research and development is
ongoing within the potato industry as
niche markets and high volume
production accelerate.

NICHE AND TRADITIONAL 
As niche markets continue to rise, the
potato also brings with it nostalgia and
tradition. Mashed potatoes, a long-time
comfort food, returns to the forefront on
refrigerated shelves in retail stores. This
time it is packaged in single-serve
containers by Bob Evans as part of their
refrigerated sides collection. Other
nostalgic potato products like tator tots,
often shortened to 'tots' in popular
culture, have also experienced a re-
emergence. Restaurants around North
America are introducing nacho options,
such as loaded tator tot nachos, also
called 'Totchos'. Among other places,
these are a favorite at Disneyland and at
Ruby Tuesday restaurants. Cheese, tator
tots, and other toppings are melded
together and served piping hot. Small
flake cuts comprise each tator tot and are
specially formed into the shape desired of
the final product. Flake cutting can be
produced via Comitrol line using cutting
heads, or by using a grating screen on the
Model CC. Flake cut particles can be
designed to be uniform in consistency, or
purposefully non-uniform, depending on
the desired end-goal.

W

With
improvements
over the
years like the
double ring,
double
adjustment
head, the CC
continues to
be the go-to
choice of the
potato
chip/crisp
industry.
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In Europe, we have noticed some
condensing of products and companies
running only the most common
size/shapes of product, and fresh
French fries for local frites shops. Local,
small processors vacuum pack fresh
fries in 5 lb. bags. The trend is to supply
what is most popular within the
marketplace to answer consumer
demand. Demand continues in the
unique lattice cut, which is produced on
the Urschel Model CC-L.  The sweet
potato market continues its growth
with the crinkle style French fry
produced on the Diversacut 2110A.
This is aided by the health trend that is
prevalent in all countries in Europe and
increased demand in those market
segments.  Manufactures in the chips
industry have concentrated on
increased capacity/efficiency as a result
of the new SL-14 slicing head instead of
different shapes. Facing increased
costs, many European processors are
turning to fabricated chips. Preground
potato flakes processed into
chips/crisps are less expensive to
produce than a traditional sliced potato
chip. These are manufactured using
Comitrol processors.
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Asia continues to be an emerging
marketplace for potato processing.
Here, a potato dish may be seen as a
main meal, instead of an appetizer or
complementary dish. Fast food
expansion is on the rise, especially in
Southeast Asia and India. Potatoes are
also part of traditional religious fasting
periods. Small shreds are pan fried and
eaten in limited quantities. As for the
market for crisps/chips, commercially
processed potato chips/crisps have
seen a decrease in sales overall.
Consumers are opting to purchase local
snack options produced by batch
methods. 

FAST-PACED
Jagabee products are also on the rise.
Thick, flat lightly salted potato sticks.
These are a cross between French fries
and mashed potatoes. Another unique
potato slab cut is part of the processing
involves vacuum frying. The grab-and-
go container is uniquely packaged to be
easily microwaved to bring out a
buttery soy sauce flavor. In Brazil,
potato sticks remain a popular snack.
This is a slimmer stick version of the
chip/crisp, and another product
produced with a Model CC Slicer, but
set-up for julienne strips. Uniform
cutting is essential in providing
consistent fry times to promote golden
brown sticks.
In the chipping/crisp industry
worldwide, there appears to be
increased competition in salty snacks.
Smaller brands are competing with the
big guys. Kettle cooked products are
very popular. Other vegetables, not just
potatoes, are being cut and put into
bags. The Urschel Model CC Slicer
continues to be the mainstay in this
arena, but the E TranSlicer equipped
with a MicroSlice wheel may be a better
fit especially for the large sweet potato,
cassava, taro, and parsnip type veggies.
Customers are looking for a machine
with components that work with their
fast-paced line. Small and large

companies want a robust machine that
will hold precision slice tolerances
throughout production runs with
guarantees of parts and service when
they need them. The ability to make
changes ‘on the fly’ to be responsive to
the needs of their environment. 
In both the French fry and ‘salty snack’
chip sectors, customers are asking for
different cuts. While the majority of
items are produced on the Model CC,
customers are exploring a wide range of
shapes such as thinner flat, V, or crinkle
strips; nuggets or long shreds produced
on the DiversaCut. We are always
discovering new shapes. Vegetable
'noodle' cut alternatives appear to be
ever expansive. From riced cuts to
slender, long strips, and even the latest
thicker 'fettucine noodle' and various
'bow-tie' cuts. Consumers are looking
for healthy food that fits into their fast-
paced lifestyle, and potato processors
are providing new options, transforming
and adapting the every-day potato into
trendy selections. 
With improvements over the years like
the double ring, double adjustment
head, the CC continues to be the go-to

In Europe,
we have
noticed some
condensing
of products
and
companies
running only
the most
common
size/shapes
of product,
and fresh
French fries
for local
frites shops.
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choice of the potato chip/crisp industry.
Customers are always looking to
improve sanitation and time
efficiencies. The evolution of this
machine is evident with the recent
MicroAdjustable SL-14 line of cutting
heads and grooved impellers.
Customers are replacing their standard
8-station heads with the newly
designed 14-station heads, discovering
nearly twice the capacity. Sanitation
and knife changeovers have never been
faster and more efficient. The sanitary,
stainless steel design eases
washdowns, while the knife stations
with handled knives are quickly
replaced in minutes. Changeover of
heads is also efficiently accomplished
with a self-locking lower ring. 
User- friendly, this head produces high
quality slices in a robust design, while
weighing-in at only 16 kg. The Model
CC offers a wide variety of slices,
julienne strips, and grating options.
Sanitary, stainless steel design, the
DiversaCut line by Urschel features a
compact cutting zone enabling
precision cutting to increase product in
your targeted parameters. This
decreases waste and improves cost
savings. The cutting zone is completely
separate from the mechanical zone.
New types of vegetable 'noodle' cuts
are produced on this three-dimensional
line of equipment. This machine is also
widely used for potato dices and a wide
range of crinkle and flat strips for fries.
Operation at the push of a button.
Hinged access panels facilitate routine
maintenance and offer full access to
every zone of the machine –
mechanical area and cutting path area.
The DiversaCut 2110A Dicer produces
high capacity output. Cutting stations
define the type of cut. A full
complement of slices, strips, and dices
in flat or crinkle styles is available. The
dicer accepts infeed measuring up to
10" (254 mm) in any dimension,
offering cost savings by eliminating the
need to precut. n
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When talking about the role of food processors in food safety, a few terms are guaranteed
to catch the attention of the general public and media. Hygiene and salmonella for
instance are a sure hit. Carcinogenic substances a big no-go. But we all know that, when it
comes to acrylamide, the story is a lot more complicated. The subject of acrylamide in
cooked starchy foods has been around for almost 18 years. And as any teenager, it gives
food processors around the world a big headache. Luckily that doesn’t mean that lowering
the levels of acrylamide in potato products has to be a complicated story.

By Emerson Jiménez Barajas, Application Engineer at FAM

The Role
of Cutting
Equipment
in Reducing
Acrylamide
Formation
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crylamide is a chemical
that naturally forms in
starchy food products
during high-
temperature cooking
and industrial
processing, at +120°C

and low moisture. The main chemical
process that is linked with this, is known as
the Maillard Reaction. This same reaction
gives the food its brown color and affects
its taste. Acrylamide is found in products
such as potato chips, French fries, bread,
biscuits and coffee. It also has many non-
food industrial uses and is present in
tobacco smoke.

BENCHMARK LEVELS
Food Safety Authorities have established a
benchmark level for most types of food
that are known to contain acrylamide. 
• Benchmark levels for chips: 750μg/kg
• Benchmark levels for French fries: 

500 µg/kg
• No benchmark levels have been

established for vegetable chips, but
analyses show an average acrylamide
content of 1.121 µg/kg.

Currently, studies on human subjects
have provided limited and inconsistent
evidence of increased risk of developing
cancer. However, studies on laboratory
animals have shown that exposure to
acrylamide through the diet increases
the likelihood of developing gene
mutations and tumors in various organs.
Based on these animal studies, Food
Safety Authorities worldwide agree that
acrylamide in food potentially increases
the risk of developing cancer for
consumers in all age groups. While this
applies to all consumers, on a body
weight basis, children are the most
exposed age group.
To understand the process of acrylamide
formation, we need to focus on 3 things:
free asparagine, sugar and heat. These are
the 3 pillars of acrylamide formation. If one
of them is missing, there is no acrylamide.
There are many techniques available to
reduce the acrylamide content in different

products. Most of them follow the same
basic principles: 
• Change your raw material to avoid free

asparagine or sugars
• Add something to your raw material to

eliminate free asparagine or sugars
• Change/adapt you process conditions to

avoid/reduce heat.

CHIPS PROCESSING 
But what if you cannot do any of the above
to your product and process? Because it is
too complicated, too expensive, or too
unpredictable? In that case you are
probably a chips processor. How do we
know that? Because many chips processors
around the world are confronted with this
issue. Acrylamide in potato chips has been
addressed by different techniques. One of
them is using potato varieties with low
levels of free asparagine and sugars. But
any change in the stock conditions of
potatoes, for instance the light levels,
temperature, humidity, etc. can affect the
amount of sugars presented. Blanching is
also a technique used to reduce the sugar
content on the slice. With limited success,
since warming water is a costly process.
Washing with other chemical (acids,
cations, etc.) has not been proven to be
very effective. Other solutions were also
not generally adopted by the industry
because they are too expensive, including
frying at a lower temperature or drying
after frying.

SLICING
However, we haven’t talked yet about the
most important part of the chips
processing: the slicing. Slicing gives a chip
its shape, it defines what the potato will
become. But does it also affect acrylamide
formation? Slicing does not influence free
asparagine or sugar content. That is
inherent to the potato. Slicing does not
change the frying temperature and time.
That is defined by the final product
requirement. So, why should we take slicing
into account when looking for ways to
decrease acrylamide formation? 
To understand the effect of slicing in the

A A potato slice
of 1.3 mm
needs 5
minutes at
150° C to
achieve the
desired
result. But in
reality, often
the next
potato slice
is not 1.3mm
thick. It is
slightly
thinner or
thicker. Or
even worse:
it is a tapered
slice and
starts at
1.3mm but
ends at
0.5mm. 
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acrylamide formation, we need to clarify
some details about the process. Acrylamide
formation needs a temperature above 120°
C (248° F). The longer the potato chip is
exposed to that temperature, the higher
the acrylamide formation. All conventional
fryers work at a temperature above 120° C.
The temperatures are generally higher
when producing batch potato chips, and
the frying times are generally longer. This
means that especially in batch chips
processing all requirements are met to
attain a higher amount of acrylamide.
But research shows that the acrylamide
formation occurs at the very end of the
frying process, after the dehydration has
finished. The highest amount of acrylamide
formation takes place between 3% and 1%
of moisture. Which can be easily explained:
as long as water is evaporating, the
temperature of the chips stays around 100°
C (212 F), or less depending on your
altitude. But once the water is gone, the
temperature rises to the temperature
needed for acrylamide formation. Below
3% moisture, the levels of acrylamide are
similar at different frying temperatures. 

STABILITY & CONSISTENCY
Frying conditions are set to achieve a
specific quality: moisture content, color,
crunchiness, etc. Of course, these
conditions are affected by the product
entering the fryer. In an ideal world, the
recipe is very simple. Let’s make up some
numbers so we do not reveal too much of

the process: a potato slice of 1.3 mm
needs 5 minutes at 150° C to achieve the
desired result. But in reality, often the next
potato slice is not 1.3mm thick. It is
slightly thinner or thicker. Or even worse:
it is a tapered slice and starts at 1.3mm
but ends at 0.5mm. 
It is clear that the fryer conditions cannot
be adapted to every slice. And tapered
slices are acrylamide hot spots because the
thin part will reach the 3% moisture faster
than the rest of the slice. Thus, providing
the perfect conditions for acrylamide
formation: low moisture and therefore high
temperature. These thin parts are generally
burned when the slice comes out of the
fryer. That is why cut stability and
consistency are key components to achieve
a proper fryer performance. The best
conditions to operate a stable fryer are a
consistent input of consistent slices. If this
is not respected, the final product will not
have the specifications required and
acrylamide levels above benchmark.
FAM™ has developed a technology that
provides more consistent slices than any
other solution on the market, the SureSet
technology. It is integrated in the FAM
SureSet 16P cutting head, part of the FAM
Centris™ range for centrifugal slicing of
potato chips. This patented and innovative
technology allows you to set your preferred
cut and forget about it. Once set, the slice
size remains consistent no matter what.
There is no need for complicated gauges to
make sure your slice thickness is set
consistently across the whole cutting head
and adjusting slice thickness can be done
per 0.05mm, by turning a dial. The FAM
SureSet technology has also been proven
to result in 70% less tapered slices
compared to previous technologies. And as
an added health bonus, the chips not only
contain less acrylamide, but also take up
less oil since the gentle way of cutting
results in less cell damage during slicing. 
So, when you are looking into a technique
to reduce the acrylamide formation in your
chips process, having consistent slices will
only help you achieving your goal. And it is
a cheaper solution than anything else. n
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Potato-based snacks continue to rule the snacks market.  Recently, a leading market
research company, GlobalData, reported that global savory snacks are forecast to record a
CAGR of 6.1% during 2017–2022, reaching USD142bn by 2022. In addition, snacks were

the leading market segment with a value share of 34.9% in 2017. 

By Arnaud Jansse, food technologist – tna Netherlands

Snack Trends
Need Packaging
Efficiency 
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s demand grows, snack
producers face the
common issue of limited
real estate, making plant
efficiency and
productivity a critical
need. Because of this,

manufacturers are feeling pressured to
increase capacities, in turn driving a high
number of brownfield projects. Also putting
the pressure on manufacturers, are
Millennials' desire for convenience and
portability, portion-control, and healthy
snacking. As a result, packaging trends have
shifted to meet these needs. This is evident
across supermarket shelves, where you see
large selections of pre-portioned, single-
serve packages readily available for just
about all snack types. 
Some say that these single-serve, smaller
packs create more waste. But others assert
that smaller packs reduce the waste of food
and help control the growing obesity epide -
mic. Manufacturers must take both sides into
account, with sustainability (reducing waste)
a hot topic and providing pre-measured food
for the health conscious - a hot topic as well.
For snack producers, the smaller the pack,
the higher the number of packs to be made
with the same resources and time. Therefore,
speed and a low waste metric are  key when
packaging single-serve packs. It’s essential
that high-performance, high-efficiency
packaging equipment is implemented in
order to produce more bags at faster speeds
but without increasing waste.
As mentioned above, the sustainability trend
continues to gain strength, going beyond
just packaging material or recyclability. It
comprises of sourcing material from
sustainable partners, applying sustainable
practices in manufacturing, using sustainable
packaging material, finding innovative ways
of reducing the carbon footprint, and more.
Today, food producers can install packaging
equipment with innovative solutions that
reduce packaging film waste, cut down on
energy usage and increases efficiency to
help contribute to their sustainable goals. 
Although having the right packaging
equipment is essential to keeping up

production speeds and sustainability goals,
it’s the sum of all parts in a production line
that makes the biggest difference. In the
following case study an Italian snack
manufacturer wanted to enter the batch-
fried chips market. They had limited space
and needed to increase throughput, so they
had to choose the right bagger. But having
the most efficient equipment in processing
and seasoning, in addition to packaging,
helped build a line that included heating
efficiency, seasoning efficiency and up to
99% packaging efficiency. 

CASE STUDY:
ITALIAN SNACK MANUFACTURER
EXPANDS PORTFOLIO 
Based in Melfi, Southern Italy, Italian
snack manufacturer Preziosi Food (Mitica)
had a clear objective in mind: to enter the
batch-fried chips market. Finding a
supplier that could deliver consistent
quality, flexibility and performance for
every section of the production line,
including frying, seasoning and packaging,
was essential to maintain the level of
quality for which the company is known.

Challenge 1: high‐performance frying
Looking to invest in a brand new line for
batch-fried chips, Preziosi Food needed a
high-performance frying system that
efficiently cooks thicker potato slices and
delivers the ideal colour, texture and flavour
for the perfect chip. In addition, Preziosi
Food was also looking to meet specific
production targets. This meant it required a
system that could fry high volumes of
product without raising operating costs.
The solution
The company found the answer in
FOODesign (from tna) and its automated,
direct-fired batch-pro® 12. Ideal for cooking
a range of root vegetables, including
potatoes, the system’s innovative
continuous oil filtration system helps remove
both fine and large particles to ensure
Preziosi Food’s chips are cooked in the
freshest oil possible. Oil management is
essential to high-performance frying and
chip quality. When cooked, potato slices

For a quality-
focused
company
such as
Preziosi
Food,
maintaining
consistency
throughout
the line is
essential. 
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take on 23& of the oil, meaning 77%
remains after the batch is complete. The
remaining oil is subsequently filtered out and
blended with fresh oil to return levels to
100%. Alongside continuous oil circulation,
full temperature control is also maintained
through constant and zone control systems,
essential for optimal heat regulation in the
cooking and frying process. As such,
overheating of the oil, and any subsequent
caramelization and browning of the product,
is prevented, and the company is able to
achieve a consistent chip colour. In addition,
the system’s quick heat recovery capabilities,
the FOODesign direct-fired batch-pro 12
optimises production by ensuring the oil
returns to optimum frying temperature
quickly and efficiently. As a result, Preziosi
Food now processes 230 kg/hour of
finished product.
Vincenzo Bove, Preziosi Food’s technical and
operations director, commented: “As the
popularity for batch-fried chips grows in
Italy, we need a reliable, high performance
frying system that can help us grow our
market share, as well as uphold our rigorous
quality standards. FOODesign’s batch-pro
12 system is the best batch-frying

technology on the market and will help us
do just that.”

Challenge 2: seasoning consistency
Seasoning plays an important role in a
product’s overall taste, texture and appeal.
Once the flavour for the new product line
was decided, Preziosi Food required a
flavouring system that could coat irregular
shaped products consistently and with ease
for optimum taste and appearance on every
chip produced. In addition, application
accuracy was a key consideration for the
snack manufacturer. Applying an incorrect
level of seasoning can have a significant
impact on both input costs in terms of raw
materials and wastage costs from rejected
products that are either over or under
seasoned. The company was also looking for
a seasoning system with the flexibility to
meet its future flavour requirements. With
plans to expand its range and add additional
flavours to the new line, it was crucial the
system would be able to handle the required
seasoning type and perform fast flavour
changeovers when required.
The solution
In light of these requirements, tna installed
its on-machine seasoning (OMS) system,
the tna intelli-flav® OMS 5, to apply
seasoning to Preziosi Food’s salted range of
batch-fried chips. Featuring a responsive
variable mass seasoning mechanism with
dynamic vibratory weigher, the tna intelli-
flav OMS 5 directly controls oil spray and
powder flow into the drum. This enables an
accurate, proportional amount of seasoning
to be evenly applied to the product for
improved coverage and flavour dispersion,
meeting Preziosi Food’s objectives for a high
quality, evenly seasoned end product.
Further performance benefits are achieved
through the enhanced position of the
scarfplate on the tna intelli-flav OMS 5
infeed. Mounted to the edge of the drum,
the scarf better directs the product into the
spraying and flavouring area, providing even
seasoning for every batch of chips.
Additionally, the scalloped infeed conveyor
design allows more product to enter the
seasoning drum, while also helping to
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control product direction for greater
seasoning accuracy and reduced waste. This
helped Preziosi Food achieve cost savings
and ultimately increase profitability. 
Through its innovative design, tna’s OMS
equipment is fully integrated with spray
and flavour injection systems which are
suitable for both wet, dry and slurry
seasoning applications, offering Preziosi
Food the ultimate flexibility for its
forthcoming needs. Furthermore, the tna
intelli-flav OMS 5 is designed so all parts
that are in contact with the flavourings can
be cleaned and replaced within a few
minutes. This ability to clean equipment
and perform product changeovers in the
shortest amount of time will not only allow
Preziosi Food to adhere to food safety
guidelines, but also maintain profitability
by keeping downtime to a minimum.

Challenge 3: top bagging performance
In an effort to take efficiency to the next
level, Preziosi Food was looking to replace its
existing bagger with an automated
packaging system that was easy to use,
while also optimising throughput rates. With
a relatively limited amount of space
available, a key deciding factor for the
manufacturer was system footprint. As a
result, it was imperative for the new system
to maximise the company’s processing space
and resources.
The solution
The tna robag® FX 3ci was the obvious
solution, reaching unrivalled speeds of 180
bags per minute (bpm) while offering
efficiencies of up to 99% of target output.
For Preziosi Food, adding the tna robag FX
3ci to their production facilities meant
doubling productivity. In addition to
meeting their throughput objectives, tna’s
robag FX 3ci also enhances packaging
accuracy with a rotary jaw design that uses
impulse sealing technology. As a result, the
new system now helps Preziosi Food
ensure high quality, consistent packaging
for optimum consumer appeal, as well as
reduced packaging film waste, translating
into significant cost savings.
Peter Pellizzari, regional sales manager at

tna, said: “When Preziosi Food approached
tna, they were looking for an innovative
packaging solution that positioned them at
the forefront of the batch-fried chip market.
At tna, we provide our customers with the
right solutions to fit their specific production
requirements – and Preziosi Food was no
exception. With little floor space available,
we not only provided them with a system
that allows them to make the most of the
resources available, but also meets their
requirements in terms of product
throughput and bag quality. ”Having carried
out extensive research, we were very
familiar with the tna brand and the quality of
products offered by the company.”
commented Vincenzo Bove. “The tna robag
FX 3ci meets all of our expectations in terms
of performance and simplicity, as well as
providing additional benefits like keeping
waste to a minimum. I’m convinced the new
system will enable us to meet the local
market’s increasing demand for batch-fried
chips head on.”

SINGLE SUPPLIER – FULL INTEGRATION
For a quality-focused company such as
Preziosi Food, maintaining consistency
throughout the line is essential, according to
Bove who says that “finding one supplier
that can deliver high performance standards
for such a wide range of products is no mean
feat. “To ensure maximum output, we
needed all machines to work together
seamlessly. The tna equipment installed in
our plant works in perfect synergy alongside
each other and offers us the flexibility we
were looking for.” Bove continued: “Adding a
new line meant significant financial growth
for our company. For this reason, tna’s
support throughout the installation process
was invaluable, helping to keep the project
on-time and within our budget constraints.
The products and services offered by tna are
truly unique, providing exceptional quality
from a single source. Furthermore, the
company’s commitment to innovation and
customer service is what really makes tna
stand out from the competition. We made
the right choice with tna and are looking
forward to future partnerships.” n
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Like our page and join our online community:

www.facebook.com/Potatobusiness

Follow us on Twitter:
http://twitter.com/potatobusiness

We will update regularly on our activities,
upcoming features and show attendance.

Join our group on LinkedIn search for: 

Potato Processing
International News
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POTATOBUSINESS
on social media


